


























increase. There has been a reduction in the 
operation and maintenance labor required by the 
farmers because the new weir is maintained and 
operated by the Irrigation Department. However, 
the reduced operation and maintenance cost is not 
cash income to the farmers and they remain 
unwilling to make payments to the govemment for 
system operation and maintenance. Therefore, the 
masonry and reinforced concrete weirs cannot be 
paid for from increased production and the burden 
of operation and maintenance costs has been 
shifted to the govemment. When compared to 
potential benefits, the structures are not 
cost-effective or economical. 

The irrigation situation in Bali in the past 

Figure 5.3.5. Reinforced 
concrete weir that 
rep/aced a 
masonry weir destroyed 
bya flood, Bali, 
Indonesia. 

involved low cash investment in traditional weirs. 
These required frequent and sizeable participatory 
community work without outside intervention. 
Overall, the traditional weir may have been more 
sustainable, whether from the financial, institutional, 
or operational perspective. The total loss of 
ownership and responsibility for operation and 
maintenance has harmful implications. The subak is 
estranged from the structure that it must depend 
upon for successful rice production. Since irrigators 
are no longer working together to make repairs and 
thereby relegitimize their property rights as 
irrigators, the previously active irrigator organization 
has a much reduced role and the subak is 
weakened. 
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Example 5.4 

Masonry Diversion Weir on the Pandayora River, Sulawesi, Indonesia 

John Williamson8 

Goal: 	 To detennine site selection and appropriate low-cost design for a durable water diversion weir, 
using participatory processes. The goal ofthe engineer in these processes is to advise the fanners, 
contribute experience and help them to avoid mistakes; but not to take decisions personally. Thus 
farmer-group responsibility for the consequences is strengthened. 

The Setting 

This example describes the design of a masonry 
diversion weir being used to irrigate 235 hectares 
(ha) of land in Central Sulawesi, Indonesia. The 
system is located in a large valley surrounded by 
mountains, south of Lake Poso at an elevation of 
about 600 m above sea level. Total annual rainfall 
is about 4,000 mm with much of it occurring during 
the rainy season from March to May when the daily 
rainfall can be extremely heavy. The highest rainfall 
recorded during a five-year period is 160 mm in 24 
hours. Intense downpours of 80-100 mm in a 
five-hour period are common, and cause the 
flooding of large areas. Between August and 
November, the weather is hot and dry. 

The system is near a village made up of over 
225 families of the native Poso ethnic group. Their 
experience in irrigation dates back to World War II 
during which the Japanese introduced irrigation into 
the region for rice production. All families own some 
rice fields as well as gardens where they CUltivate 
maize, cassava and vegetables. 

This example describes part of the work of the 
Mayoa Transmigration Project which assisted 
farmers in building intake works for eleven irrigation 
systems. These now irrigate 900 hectares of land 
and benefit 735 families. The Project assisted in the 
technical design of the intake works and provided 
materials such as cement and steel. The total 
outside investment for all the systems amounted to 
under US$50,000, which is equivalent to US$56 per 
hectare. 

B Engineer, Mennonite Central Committee, Irian Jaya, Indonesia. 

Structures for Water Acquisition 

The Diversion Structure 

The village chief took the engineer and project staff 
to the Pandayora River deep in the jungle. This 
river is about 10-15 m wide and has an estimated 
flow of 1 cubic meter per second during the dry 
season. The riverbed in some stretches is straight 
and flat consisting of sand and silt. In other 
stretches, the current is more swift and the bed 
consists of large rocks and boulders, some with 
diameters as large as one meter. 

The village chief showed the project staff an 
attempt the irrigators had made to divert the 
Pandayora River by installing wire mesh gabions 
filled with rocks across the river. The villagers had 
buiH the diversion three years earlier using 
government funds for purchasing the wire. The 
project failed because water leaked through the 
gabions. Later, the gabions overturned. An 
abandoned canalled from this diversion towards 
the rice fields of the village. 

The project engineer and technician along with 
the village chief and some other farmers walked up 
and down the river several times discussing 
proposed locations for a masonry weir. They 
considered the following factors for locating the 
weir: First, it should be upstream of the previous 
gabion structure in order to use the existing canal. 
Second, the location should have access to both 
sand and stone, the principal building materials. 

Stone was located in the swifter and narrower 
sections of the river, and sand in the slower and 
wider stretches. Concern about boulders rolling 
during a flood made some decide that the weir 
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